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1. STSM rationale and purpose 
Public space is scarce in Rotterdam, while ambitions are high. The mission of the city council of 

Rotterdam is formulated in the ‘spatial development strategy 2030’ and focuses on a strong economy 

and an attractive residential city. At the same time Rotterdam has a Climate Change Adaptation 

Strategy that stimulates sustainability of the urban development. 

 

To realise these ambitions Rotterdam must increasingly deal with the opportunities and the constraints 

that the subsurface offers to spatial development. In order to create a high quality living environment 

and to facilitate sustainable development of the city, it is necessary to adapt a holistic view on the city 

in which subsurface plays an important role. The scale, composition and behaviour of the subsurface 

as well as the quality and quantity of the groundwater make it necessary that all subsurface related 

themes are evaluated in relation to each other. 

 

In order to do so, the city of Rotterdam is developing policy about subsurface usage. At the same time 

the Dutch government is working on a Structural Concept for the subsurface on a national scale. 

Challenges in Rotterdam are to decide on which disciplines this policy should become strictly 

regulated and where it should only be guidelines. And what disciplines should be subject to the policy 

to make a holistic consideration possible, without frustrating currently well-working issues? Which 

policy plans or guidelines are most fitting for this purpose?  

Part of the Rotterdam policy development is making a master plan for the underground for the city 

centre. This process indicated so far that for Rotterdam it seems more relevant to incorporate the 

subsurface in (new versions of) existing policy frameworks, because space above the ground and the 

subsurface area are inextricably linked to each other and should be considered in an integrated 

manner.  

At this moment social and economical issues ask a lot of attention and investments. The challenge is 

to let the subsurface contribute to solutions for those issues. Policy development for the subsurface is 

therefore an on-the-work going process which might take several more years. Moreover the policy 

making is initiated by the ‘public space management’ department and the engineering bureau of the 

organisation. The urban developers are not yet fully connected. 

 

In Rotterdam data per sector is well administered in databases and accessible through GIS. Instead of 

using this information only during the technical engineering phase of a project, Rotterdam has 

managed, with the introduction of the Underground-scan to make this information also accessible to 

urban planners in earlier stages of the planning process where chances and risks of the subsurface 

are best accounted for. This underground-scan methodology introduces the subsurface in the first 

stages of city development projects. It involves products and processes that manage to present both 

the obstacles in the subsurface as well as the opportunities that it offers in a clear understandable 

manner to non-subsurface specialists. Reactions on the U-scan are positive from both urban planners 

and engineers. Despite this successful accessibility it remains hard to persuade urban planners to 

embrace the subsurface wholeheartedly as a part of their working process. They seem not to have 

room for yet another set of disciplines to take in account. Even though the direction of the City 

Development Department has agreed with the proposed working method, it has not yet been 

standardised in the planning process of urban development. 

 

These two trails, policy-making and providing accessible information, should both lead to the same 

goal; taking in account chances and risks of the subsurface to ensure a sustainable usage (or 
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preservation) of the subsurface. Due to several circumstances (reorganisation, lack of budget) the 

urban planners are positive, but not yet implementing the subsurface knowledge in their process. 

 

In Glasgow geodiversity and subsurface environment are included within the proposed City 

Development Plan for Glasgow. This commits Glasgow City Council to the development of further 

guidance and planning requirements in relation to heat generating technologies and other subsurface 

energy resources.  

Oslo has a planning regulation system similar to Rotterdam, with municipal master plans etc. Oslo is 

investigating the possibilities to develop a municipal sub-plan for the underground, which might include 

future tunnels and expansion of the main district heating pipe system, cables and pipes and a central 

water sewage system.  

 

The planning policy and process of enhancing the level of awareness of subsurface in city 

development in Glasgow and Oslo are of large interest to Rotterdam. This STSM will allow exchange 

of knowledge between the three cities about how to bring the importance of the subsurface into a 

greater awareness of the urban planners. 

The output of the STSM will benefit Working Group 2 subgroup reviewing and identifying best practice 

in Urban Planning and management across Europe. The evaluations and outputs of the STSM are 

highly relevant to the wider COST SUBURBAN Action as a whole. 
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2. Work carried out within STSM 
 

The following work is part of the STSM. 

1. STSM in City of Oslo, Norway, 9
th
 - 13

th
 February 2015. The STSM involved a 5 day meeting in 

which the main objectives outlined above were discussed and achieved through a series of meetings 

and discussions between key personnel at the municipalities of Oslo, Rotterdam and Glasgow. 

2. Publication of this STSM Report, March 2015. Outlining the main discussions and evaluations from 

the STSM. 

3. Engagement of a wider group of COST participants 2015 - 2016. Engagement with the Working 

Group 2 subgroup reviewing and identifying best practice in Urban Planning and management across 

Europe in relation to the subsurface. Enables the results of the STSM to be discussed and highlighted 

in wider European context. Discussion and presentation of this at Zagreb COST meeting (March 

2015). 

 

Programme for Oslo visit from Rotterdam municipality and Glasgow municipality 9
th

 – 13
th 

of 

February 2015 

 
Monday 3D printed city model 

 Oslo Sub Surface project a short introduction 
Tuesday Planning workshop meeting, Subsurface planning, challenges and lessons 

learnt in Oslo, Rotterdam and Glasgow, participants: Subgroup Planning and 

Law 
 City tour Bjørvika, participants: Johan B, city planner and Ingelöv Eriksson 

 Oslo sub surface 3D model 
Wednesday Presentation of Sub Surface and planning challenges in Rotterdam and 

Glasgow, discussions with the Oslo Subsurface project group and invites 

 

Geological mapping and use in municipalities, participants: Subgroup 

Groundwater 
Thursday Geodata workshop: U Scan detailed method and data needed, participants: 

Subgroup Geodata 

 

Data needed for subsurface master plan, participants: Subgroup Geodata and 

city planners 

 Sub-surface city tour, participants: Johan B, city planner and Ingelöv Eriksson 
Friday Summary and outcome of STSM report 

 Byantikvaren, Challenges with subsidence in Oslo, Rotterdam and Glasgow 

 

All these subjects were discussed with a variety of experts, bringing the discussions to a high 

informative level. A detailed version of this programme is in the attachment. The results of the 

discussions and activities are discussed in more detail in chapter 3.  
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3. Description of the main results obtained  
 

3.1 Problems in subsurface 

Subsurface issues in the three cities are not quite alike. Oslo deals with, among other things, quick 

clay, corrosive alum shales, altering groundwater levels and subsidence, which affects infrastructure 

and buildings. Part of Oslo is founded on wooden ramps in postglacial clays below the maritime limit at 

a depth below ground of approx. 3 to 4 m. When groundwater is withdrawn for a surrounding 

development, the buildings on wooden ramps can be damaged severely, by temporal drying up of 

floats. Both on a short term as on a long term period consequences can be big. The drying up of floats 

is intensified by natural land rising of approximately 2 cm per year, which is heaving the foundations 

over the groundwater level. Also subsurface land use is rising and energy wells are increasingly used, 

potentially colliding with other subsurface objects.  

Glasgow deals with mining holes beneath the whole of the city. There is not yet much competition for 

functions in the subsurface, but recently more cellars collide with tunnels and mining holes (4-5 meters 

below surface level). Glasgow uses traditional energy sources, so subsurface energy wells are not 

considered a problem at this moment. 

In Rotterdam there is competition for functions and objects in the subsurface. Examples are 

groundwater levels and - infiltration, interferences between groundwater quality and sustainable 

energy wells, interference with geotechnical acquirements for high building foundation and cables and 

pipes that inhibit growth of trees. Also degradation of wooded pile foundations is a problem. 

However, despite the different issues, the direction where to find solutions show large similarities. 

Data, information and awareness about subsurface as well as communication between engineers and 

urban planners are of great importance to solve the problems in the subsurface. Important in this 

search is that the subsurface is not only creating problems to overcome, but is also part of the public 

space and can therefore be used to accommodate the city needs. 

 

3.2 Land ownership 

In Glasgow people only own the upper layer of the subsurface (approx. 50 cm). In Oslo people own 

their land as far as they can exploit it, but also the ‘first come first served’-principle is applied. 

Ownership of subsurface objects like cellars and parking spaces is frequently registered in the 

cadastre, but ownership of large subsurface structures like tunnels is not.  

Oslo has proposed to reserve some zones in the municipal master plan “Oslo mot 2030” which is 

currently under political treatment. Such zones would mean that eventual new energy wells in the area 

will not be compensated in the case of other subsurface use such as tunnels cutting through energy 

well pipes. The way they regulate such a reservation might be of interest for Rotterdam. Interferences 

between energy well systems in Oslo (closed systems) are not (yet) accounted for. This might be an 

issue since the amount of energy wells in Oslo is rising very fast and they do not need to be 

authorised or registered at the moment. 

In Oslo a relatively high amount of constructions is build in the subsurface. This might have to do with 

prices of freeing land for infrastructure in combination with the preference of using the above ground 

level land for living purposes in stead of transporting purposes. Subsurface constructions also give 

less discussion and are less politically controversial than above surface buildings. This might be 

caused by a large political influence of landowners and companies in Oslo, who are not prepared to 

sell their land for constructive purposes. 
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Note: Only prices of above surface land are mentioned. Subsurface land is not to be bought; it is to be 

taken. 

In Rotterdam the same ‘first come first served’-principle is applied, except for mineral resources, which 

belong to the country, as well as the land below 500 meter under the surface. 

 

3.3 Groundwater 

Approach of groundwater differs considerably between Oslo, Glasgow and Rotterdam. In Rotterdam 

almost all the relevant subsurface issues are linked by groundwater. The responsibility for 

groundwater is regulated and divided between different organs of municipality, province, water boards 

and private owners. The municipality is responsible for groundwater, although private owners are 

responsible for the groundwater table at their own property, which is highly influenced by and 

influencing surrounding groundwater. The water board is responsible for the surface water in the city, 

yet has thereby also a high influence on the groundwater table in the surroundings. Groundwater 

quality is also considered a big issue and firmly regulated by law. Drinking water is a responsibility of a 

Water Company (not municipal). It comes from the river Maas and surface water and only a small 

percentage of groundwater.  

In Oslo (overall) groundwater is not yet known to be allocated to a party. Knowledge and data is 

scattered over several departments, of which none of them is responsible for the groundwater quantity 

or quality in general. There is not a hydro geology section in the municipality who deals with 

groundwater aspects during planning development or construction phase or monitoring of the 

groundwater. In the mean time however, Oslo experiences large subsurface issues that are linked to 

groundwater, like subsidence and low and locally high groundwater levels.  

A related issue is the secondary aim of some departments to reduce urban flooding by infiltrating 

rainwater by means of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) or by leading surface water in 

subsurface water pipes. Departments that do have some (project related) groundwater data, do not 

have budget to take responsibility for overall monitoring and maintaining this data. Glasgow as well 

has recently changed the planning process by requiring implementation of SUDS in new 

developments. 

Groundwater quality is not addressed in Oslo. It is unknown whether there are problems with 

contaminated groundwater. The only mentioned workflow is that a contractor is required to clean the 

groundwater which he extracts during construction phase. 

In view of the urge for Oslo to develop knowledge of groundwater, an important consideration for 

Rotterdam is to keep the expertise about subsurface and especially hydro geology within the 

municipality. This is something to take in account in a time of constant outsourcing and reorganisation 

in Rotterdam.  

 

3.4 Private and public responsibility for subsurface information in the planning process 

Because all three cities seem to have a balanced organisation of the urban planning, i.e. private / 

public partnerships and collaboration and part of the responsibility lies with the private sector. During 

the STSM there have been discussions about what an initiator or contractor should be doing and what 

the municipality should be doing. This was relevant with respect to the determination of the physical 

consequences of a development on several subsurface disciplines and their mutual effects. Examples 

are effects off / on groundwater, subsidence, rainwater infiltration, efficiency of energy wells, future 

tunnelling, geotechnical issues and spreading of contaminants. Because of the complexity of this 

determination it is important that it is assigned to the right party(s). Both Oslo and Glasgow are dealing 

with this issue now. Possible parties are the planners and/or engineers of the municipality and the 

initiator of the development or construction. 
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If the (private) initiator has the responsibility for this survey of consequences, the scope of the survey 

will only be as stretched as the scope of the project, with according budget. He can reckon with the 

influences within his expertise. This might be tightened by the competence that the urban planner and/ 

or licensing authority has about the data that needs to be provided for determining the consequences. 

This licensing authority should then again have the expertise to control the produced survey. The 

broader effects, on a larger area level, or on other aspects of the public space, might then be out of 

reach. Because it serves the interests of the city, it is suggested to make this the liability of the 

municipality or at least have a content-related verification. This would mean that the municipality has 

to have the right expertise. The experts can then monitor the broader interests of the city. In this way 

also future developments or area relevant aspects are taken in account and one has enough 

competence to ensure the quality of surveys. In addition the knowledge of the subsurface might be of 

great advantage for other purposes, like mentioned in paragraph 3.6. The municipality might also 

sometimes ask attention for consequences that do not consider the city needs, like efficiency of close 

by situated energy wells.  

In Rotterdam almost all the relevant subsurface issues are linked by groundwater and might therefore 

have a wide sphere of influence. In an environmental effects report some subsurface issues are 

globally addressed, but for smaller projects the permit application does not require subsurface 

consequences to be determined. The subsurface (and mainly groundwater -) consequences of a 

development are therefore being determined by subsurface experts (hydro geologists and geo 

engineers) of the municipality, whose scope is the city area and even beyond. However, the 

municipality is not a legal authority with respect to groundwater, the water board is. The municipality is 

thus dependent on the water board. Especially for passive (secondary) influences of groundwater 

levels and flow, the role of the municipality is not captured in a legally binding instrument. The 

discussions in Oslo emphasised the need to represent the municipality interests and therefore the 

wish to strengthen its role firmly.  

An advantage of Rotterdam is that they have their own engineering bureau with geospecialists. There 

are signs that other Dutch cities and institutions have difficulties because the knowledge is outsourced 

and therefore limited to a certain project scope.  

 

3.5 Regulation and permits 

Rotterdam has many regulations and permit requirements for activities in the subsoil, like digging, 

placing cables and pipes or other objects, contamination in soil, groundwater extraction and 

archaeology. All known subsurface objects are recorded in the database.  

There is no full insight in type and/or degree of regulation in Oslo and Glasgow. Just fragmented 

information is known at this stage. The municipality of Oslo asks for geotechnical survey when an 

initiator wants to construct in a risk area. This is sometimes checked by the licensing authority, but this 

might be just a check on required administrative authorizations more than controlling the survey itself. 

For digging to place cables and pipes a permit is needed. To avoid excessive digging the municipality 

of Oslo has developed KGrav, an internet based system that obliges subsurface infrastructure owners 

to coordinate when length of digging works is longer than 40 meters and/or when the digging works 

crosses municipal roads. The system contains information about pipes and cables under the surface 

in Oslo municipality. The infrastructure database makes KGrav a useful tool in project engineering. In 

order to get a work permit for digging, the contractor needs to report future digging activities to KGrav. 

Infrastructure owners in the municipality will then be notified. If they want to carry out any digging, it 

needs to be coordinated. When the digging/works have been carried out in one area, permits to dig in 

the same area will not be handed out for the next three years. No permit however is needed for energy 

wells in Oslo.  
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In Rotterdam there is a similar working procedure. The national WION (Wet informatie-uitwisseling 

ondergrondse netten, transl.; Law of information exchange of subsurface networks) facilitates 

information exchange about the location of cables and pipes. Moreover one of the ambitions of 

Rotterdam is to diminish the inconvenience for the public caused by frequent digging. In Rotterdam 

geothermal exchange systems which use groundwater (open systems) need a permit in the framework 

of the Water law (province). For closed systems (just using the thermal storage capacity of the 

subsurface) a permit from the environmental department (municipal) is necessary.  

 

3.6 Subsurface in urban development (plans) 

Oslo has several guidelines to be followed, about how and when technical information is brought into 

the process, described in a flowchart. In Rotterdam too there is procedural contact about sectored 

information during the construction phase. But Rotterdam has problems with the planners not using 

subsurface information in the earlier stage, the design - or development phase. This is a missed 

opportunity because most of the surplus of the subsurface lies in an integral consideration of the 

subsurface (public) space in the early beginning of a development process.  

All three cities are considering to place the subsurface in a municipal (/thematic) plan. How and where 

to do this best is still being discussed. In municipality plans and its derivates in Oslo and Glasgow the 

subsurface is mentioned in such a way that it restraints certain activities in the subsoil rather than fully 

describing how one should act. Subsurface as a whole is, at this stage, seen as a theme for a 

thematic sub plan.  

According to Norwegian law a municipal master plan should be reworked every four years. In the 

master plan long term future plans and major plan structures are described, in various levels of detail. 

Because of the risk that subsurface will get lost in the regular municipality plan, a separate subsurface 

master plan is considered. Critical factors of creating an Oslo subsurface master plan are an 

agreement about maintenance of data, the capacity to realise the master plan and that there will be no 

principle conflict about data ownership and legal limitations. During the STSM it became clear that 

there can be several goals by describing the subsurface in different plans.  

These are; 

- to inventorise the subsurface objects, issues and plans in order to prevent obstruction of plans by 

competition for physical space or physical service, like thermal storage capacity or groundwater 

recharge (suggestion; thematic subsurface sub plan); 

- to acknowledge the subsurface as part of the public space, which can be used to facilitate the 

ambitions of the local government, as an equal part to the above surface space (suggestion; in regular 

or ‘holistic’ municipality plan). See also paragraph 3.7; 

- as a guideline to how one wants to protect, (p)reserve, exploit or improve the subsurface, within a 

framework of sustainability or resilience etc. (guideline, subsurface vision or statement). For example 

survey of future energy sources (50 yrs) can be put in there, as energy transitions might influence the 

impact on subsurface. This distinction might help Rotterdam in deciding where to put in the effort(s). It 

is not considered convenient to put all these aspects in one document or plan.  

Experience in Rotterdam is that an ambition might be described in a plan, while it is still not clear 

whether this ambition is realised in the above or below surface. When in that case the general plan 

and a thematic subsurface plan would be separate plans, it would lead to premature statements, 

inconsistencies or false expectations. Glasgow has appointed the subsurface in the new Development 

Plan for Glasgow (currently under consultation). Here it is stated that Glasgow City Council will 

continue to work together with British Geological Survey to contribute towards and participate in E-

COST SUB-URBAN. The inclusion of geology and the subsurface in the new Development Plan 

reflects the growing awareness of policymakers of the importance of the subsurface environment and 

resources for the future development of Glasgow. Note that the knowledge and expertise necessary to 
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describe the subsurface in various plans is the same as the knowledge to assess influences as 

mentioned in paragraph 3.4.  

Oslo considers a future 3D site allocation plan. In that case new rules should apply to solve 2 issues; 

1. designating locations in more than one dimension, 2. digitising the decision-making. Rotterdam and 

the Dutch government also have ideas about realizing a 3D site allocation plan. It is interesting to find 

out whether this can be worked on in future cooperation. 

In Rotterdam there is a thematic sustainable-energy master plan, which designates certain areas for 

warm water and cooled water storage and withdrawal. This prevents energy well systems to interfere 

and thereby lose efficiency. This master plan was the incentive to make a more integral plan for the 

subsurface. This objective has meanwhile been abandoned, because of the need to integrate both 

subsurface disciplines and above surface issues, as will be outlined further in paragraph 3.7. The final 

result of the project was a layered temptation map, which invites the urban planner to take in account 

the subsurface information. The map indicates a methodology to peel off the available public space by 

eliminating space used for buildings, roads, cables and pipes, trees with their roots, embankments 

with their buffer zones, subways etc. This method will be developed further.  

 

3.7 Integral approach of subsurface all issues 

Rotterdam struggles with the transformation of a sectoral approach towards an integral approach. 

Traditionally the ‘public space management’ department and the engineering bureau, which have the 

majority of the subsurface knowledge, are divisions for thorough calculations and drawings on a 

sectoral basis, during or after the construction phase. These departments are now trying to shift 

towards integrating different sectoral disciplines in the early stage of the urban development 

process. Simultaneously, during this early beginning of a planning process there is not so much exact 

data available, so this integral approach has to be made based on bits and pieces of information with 

varying accuracy. In addition this estimation needs to be connected to the level of experience of the 

urban planners, with whom there is not yet a solid communication platform. In practice, Rotterdam is 

fairly achieving to mutually integrate the subsurface disciplines. However, the communication with the 

urban planners is still difficult, so a steady aggregation with above surface aspects is still missing.  

Oslo is analysing and organising the relevant aspects of the subsurface for the benefits of the city. So 

far Oslo has not yet integrated the different issues. Oslo is advised to look at the integrality of issues 

more. In addition Oslo lacks an environment for geo-specialists, meaning that technical knowledge 

and knowhow about geology, geotechnics and hydro geology is scarce and the potential of the 

existing knowledge and knowhow is not fully exploited within the municipal organisation. 

On the other hand Oslo has urban planners in their subsurface project, which is considered a major 

step into the integral coherence of the subsurface and the planning process. Some examples of partly 

integrated issues in Oslo and Glasgow are opening surface water tunnels combined with recreational 

and nature goals in Oslo, combining regenerating land fills and parks and the relation between 

contamination and sinkholes in Glasgow. An opportunity might be a combination of heritage with 

contaminated groundwater. Some issues have more political attention, on which a free ride can be 

mobilised to reach certain uplift. 
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Rotterdam tries to join the subsurface and the above surface level and at the same time tries to join 

existing and future objects and/or functions, as described in a combination model, see the figure.  

 

 
 

All four compartments are related to each other. New functions (3 and 4) in the public space should be 

weighted against the interests of the existing functions (1 and 2), both below and above surface level. 

By doing so, the subsurface is included in an optimal way in the process of finding the most valuable 

usage / potential of the entire public space. Furthermore, the functions to be realised, will eventually 

shift towards the ‘existing’ bullets, where it will be sequenced by maintenance of the function or object. 

Issues that affect future maintenance should be incorporated into the development phase. In relation 

to the figure above, the beginning and the end of urban development will then be more integrated. 

This can also be seen as an integral approach between the front of the chain (design / development) 

and the end of the chain (maintenance), see the picture below. 

 
Management and maintenance of the public space does not yet play a big role when approaching 

subsurface in the planning process in Rotterdam. It is still a challenge to include for example water 

management and public maintenance issues into the development of new areas.  

Rotterdam has recently started risk based asset management for the subsurface and is now exploring 

the possibilities to define the (potential) risks of the subsurface. What are the assets of the subsurface 

then? Are those linked to the objects or to the available subsurface space, the potential geo thermal 

capacity or the value of for example clean soil? Criteria for risks include economical, political, safety 

and health. Analysing these risks helps to put founding where the risks are highest. 
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3.8 Data gathering and access software 

 

Gathering of data 

Oslo is now investigating methods to collect relevant data and making it suitable for visualisation in a 

3D-model. Information is scattered over national bureaus and private owners. Accuracy and format 

differs accordingly. Most of the data is still in a 2D format, which has to be upgraded to 3D. The 

uncertainty, the number of readings, public exposure and bureaucratic issues all play a role in 

modelling and visualising the data. For some objects a lot of information is available, but it is time-

consuming to upgrade it for the model. For available data there is no money to meet responsibility 

and/or maintain and analyse the data (for example geotechnical data). Glasgow deals with similar 

challenges. Rotterdam has a long history saving the internal data digitally. All measurements during 

investigations and construction building are digitally stored and give input to the monitoring capacity. 

The city is now busy to organise data-maintenance in order to arrange optimal usage and exposure. 

Examples are obtaining accurate metadata and keep it up-to-date for all data layers. At this moment a 

lot of data is available, but it is (also) scattered over different divisions, old, not maintained or has 

unknown origin and status. Especially when plain data is upgraded to traffic light maps and chances or 

risk maps, it is important to describe the origin and principles used. Main goal is that data is managed 

and maintained by the same division that is producing, maintaining or surveying the data and/or issue 

of interest. This sector is also responsible for distributing the data to the users by providing it to a web 

based GIS and/or data warehouse. According budgets are not yet arranged or allocated. One of the 

issues here too is awareness, in this case awareness that the value of data can be much higher when 

geo coordinated, if well maintained. Note: web based GIS in Rotterdam is sometimes considered old-

fashioned, because there is too much information that is not being maintained. A more focused 

interface for specific data is sometimes more user friendly and reliable. 

Restriction of data availability for the public is an issue for Oslo, because of the fear of it being used 

for terrorist attacks. For some data this leads to juridical courses to obtain the data and has 

consequences for future accessibility of it. At this time it seems like Rotterdam does not have a lot of 

restrictions in data availability. If necessary, objects itself are restricted, not the data of the objects. In 

Rotterdam one is more attentive for the data being misinterpreted and for drawing incorrect 

conclusions about risks or safety.  

 

Accessibility of information and software use  

All three municipalities have a kind of web based GIS, where plain data is accessible for internal use 

and/or citizens. Disadvantage of web based GIS is that there is often no processed or upgraded 

knowledge (traffic light maps, risk maps) and no expertise about how information can or cannot be 

used. In Oslo the web based GIS of the agency of planning and building is used mainly by the own 

agency. In fact other agencies have their own ‘GIS web’. A shared web based GIS is recommended. 

For the urban planners data is often transferred into a 3D-pdf. Agency 9, a provider of web solutions 

for 3D visualizations, is used to communicate with citizens. Rotterdam is more and more using traffic 

light maps, risk maps and opportunity maps and so is Glasgow. In Rotterdam GIS-web and an open 

data source is available for citizens. The engineers and some urban planners have access to GIS 

software and to the according data warehouse. It is obvious though that they do not use data in the 

same way as engineers.  

In all three cities the software used in the chain of urban planners and construction does not seem to 

be adjacent and software seems to serve different purposes. It is not quite clear what software the 

urban planners use. This might be an area for attention. But Illustrator is a type of software used by 

some urban planners and mainly for presentation, while GIS software is analysing software with 

visualisation possibilities, used a lot by subsurface specialists. Traditionally planners use maps and 
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sketches to visualise their work and according transformation. Engineers use the software for 

analyzing and representing an exact status quo. This has historically led to the fact that not all 

software is used and/or available for planners and people might not be familiar with it. Another issue 

here might be that people defend their expertise in the data and/or software, as a means to power 

play, which does not foster cooperation.  

Another way to make data accessible in Rotterdam is a ‘Funderingsloket’ (Foundation service point) 

which is set up to inform citizens about problems related to foundations. People can also get a 

relatively cheap loan to help them to finance the foundation repair. About 6.000 houses in Rotterdam 

encounter foundation problems in various stages. (In the Netherlands it involves about 250.000 

houses). 

 

3.9 3D Modelling 

Both physical and digital models were discussed in Oslo. Oslo has a printed physical 3D model of the 

city, based on available digital data, obtained by a (yearly) orthophoto (aerial photography). A lot of 

experience and expertise has been build up with upgrading data to prepare it for 3D-printing. In 

Rotterdam there is no physical model of the city for citizens or employees. It is unknown if this is 

considered or not, just like it is unknown whether citizens would be a target group for such a city 

model.  

Oslo is investigating the need and eventual use of a 3D digital model of the subsurface and has 

therefore appointed some pilot areas. These pilots are used to survey what data is available (type, 

amount and accuracy) and how it can be of value for the model as well as which technologies could 

be used. From there the purpose of the model together with what information the model can provide, 

will be determined. The model can also eventually direct what data should be gathered to make the 

model of more value.  

In Rotterdam a lot of 3D data is available, but most of it is used at the end of the urban planning 

process, during the construction phase. Now a 3D subsurface model of a part of Rotterdam is being 

developed specially for use at the beginning of the development process. Several 3D modelling 

software programs are in use, which differ in purpose, relevant depth and level of detail which make 

exchange of information between these platforms very difficult. In the 3D-model of ‘The Rotterdam’, 

several 3D modelling software programs are connected. Grids are transformed into voxels, providing a 

“LEGO” block model which makes it easier to give insight and make reservations for features and 

characteristics at certain depths, see the figure.  
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Source: Stadsontwikkeling Rotterdam

1
 

 

With a user friendly interface this would give insight to urban planners on how the subsurface is built 

up and also how certain functions or objects are claiming the same space. In the future this can be 

developed further into a model to define scenarios and 4D-consequences. A broader explanation of 

the 3D model in Rotterdam is described in ‘Rotterdam between Cables and Carboniferous’, of which 

the relevant part is attached to this report. 

 

Experience showed that it is important to define the target group and what it would use the model for 

and in what stage of the urban development process. Upon this it should be decided whether a 

computer model or a physical model is needed, or both, so one can put effort in the right directions, 

and stop when the goal is achieved. Do not create a model that will not be used because there is too 

much information or software being too heavy. 

Results of (3D-) models are sometimes hard to read for planners. The models don’t come together 

with the models and perceptions of the planners. Oslo planners express the need for both data-maps 

and maps with traffic lights, chances and risks. For both maps the expertise of geo engineers is 

necessary for interpretation. This still does not mean that all subsurface information is fully accounted 

for, because it might be sectoral information, where as integral consideration of the subsurface is 

aspired, see paragraph 3.7.  

 

3.10 (Tools for) communication 

There might be plans, descriptions and a lot of information. All these tools are explored to enhance the 

usage of subsurface information in urban development. But despite all this, without proper 

communication no subsurface information will be incorporated in the urban development process. In 

all three cities awareness and communication between urban planners and engineers is crucial but 

difficult, because of the different language and perception. An advantage in Oslo and Glasgow is the 

common sense of the existence of the subsurface, which seems larger than in the Netherlands, where 

subsurface technical issues in the past were always resolvable and subsequent to the above surface 

                                                      
1
Rotterdam between Cables and Carboniferous, COST-SUBURBAN WP1, Stadsontwikkeling Rotterdam Engineering 

Consultants MRO, 09-03-2015 
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wishes. This is where the main focus of Rotterdam is at this moment, continuing to improve awareness 

and communication and at the same time keep searching for (and implementing these) supporting 

tools.  

 

Rotterdam developed an underground scan (the U-scan), where basic information is aggregated, 

analysed and combined with GIS in quality- and economical maps, in a workshop environment. Clever 

combinations could be made between different themes, which can enhance the plan exploitation. 

These maps then are confronted with the ambition maps of the urban planners. During the workshops 

a spreadsheet is used in which the language of the subsurface specialist is directly confronted with the 

language of the urban planners. This way the urban planners as well as the subsurface specialists 

develop insight in the spatial cohesion of the main themes above and below ground level. The most 

important lesson from workshops already carried out is that one better understands each others work, 

experiences and perceptions, background and environment, in a two-way street.  

Rotterdam is now trying to implement this early adaptation of subsurface knowledge into the standard 

working process or even in a procedure. A broader explanation of the 3D model in Rotterdam is 

described in ‘Rotterdam between Cables and Carboniferous’, of which a relevant part is attached to 

this report. 

 

Glasgow wants an easy guide for planners, which indicates who to talk to in certain events/cases. 

Glasgow needs to determine which information should be in there. For example should there be a 

guideline which says something about opportunities for a certain area. A point for attention here might 

be the integrated consideration of information. Glasgow is also developing a tool to give insight in 

financial impacts of development to the initiators. Rotterdam is trying to relate costs to subsurface 

cubic meters and subsurface services, like fundamental strength capacity or thermal storage capacity. 

Therefore Rotterdam is very interested in joining forces to investigate the financial impact of 

developments in relation to subsurface. It is thought to contribute to the acknowledgement of the 

importance of the subsurface in urban planning and to make it easier to deal with the ‘black box’ 

subsurface. Here, parallel to paragraph 3.4, the question rises how to allocate the determination of 

and bear the financial consequences of a development.  

Glasgow uses charrettes to provide the urban plans with all kinds of knowledge and expertise. It is a 

method for consulting all stakeholders and consists of multi-day meetings, involving urban planners, 

politicians, specialists (of above as well as below surface) and residents. It is held in an early stage of 

the planning process, therefore introducing the municipal interests of subsurface chances and risks 

into the urban planning process. Norway also has a well-developed culture for public participation in 

development matters. It organizes public workshops and seminars for professionals to collect input for 

a large redevelopment area. Rotterdam will consider exploring the possibilities of such tools to 

introduce subsurface information to a development process.  

 

In an ideal world subsurface specialists and planners should meet and discuss with each other, about 

what information and knowledge is of largest value, about solutions for existing problems and about 

combining (above and sub)surface issues to realise the ambitions of the government(s). 

Because all three cities deal with the same communication issues, they agreed that it would be helpful 

to create a shared information resource via the web, where information and best practices are 

exchanged. For this shared information resource, it is recommended to use the existing platforms like 

ASK and the webdomain UrbanUnderground.community which Rotterdam has purchased. British 

Geological Survey and Glasgow City Council have, with support from other partners in the public and 

private sectors, developed the ASK Network (Accessing Subsurface Knowledge), which allows to 
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develop and exchange data sets and methods about the ground beneath Glasgow and beyond. The 

webdomain UrbanUnderground(.community) is an initiative from Rotterdam to also exchange 

knowledge about the subsurface, with a focus on the communicative factors. By combining forces the 

cities can enhance their learning process.  

 

3.11 Organisation and network 

The organisation of the subsurface and other authorities is different between Oslo, Glasgow and 

Rotterdam. During the STSM the three cities started to inventorise the subsurface services, municipal, 

regional and national. The results so far are included in a table, enclosed as attachment.  

Within the municipality a distinction can be made in the various services that are involved with the 

subsurface. The organisation and allocation of relevant divisions might be of importance for the major 

barrier to incorporate subsurface into urban development; communication between the engineers and 

urban planners. A further reflection on the differences might be helpful to relate to the largest 

communication issues encountered in the cities.  

In Oslo the Subsurface project is allocated at the Geodata division within the Agency for planning and 

building services, as part of the Department of Urban Development. In Rotterdam incorporation of 

subsurface involvement is initiated by the ‘public space management’ department and the engineering 

bureau of the organisation within the department of City Development. In Glasgow the subsurface is 

the responsibility of the Strategic & Environmental Infrastructure team within the Development & 

Regeneration Service and the Land & Environmental Service. 

The names of the responsible services indicate that in Oslo and Rotterdam the subsurface has a place 

in a technical division as part of an urban development department. In Oslo urban planners are 

involved through the extended width of disciplines within the subsurface project. In Glasgow the lead 

of the subsurface sits with a mixed team consisting of urban planners and technical people, within an 

urban development service. Rotterdam however experiences an absence of urban planners in the 

attempts to get the subsurface information in the development process. Rotterdam should therefore 

investigate whether the relation between urban planners and engineers can be strengthened. Both 

Oslo and Glasgow indicate that, despite the commitment of both engineers and urban planners, they 

expect to encounter the same communication barriers as Rotterdam when spreading out beyond the 

current team. 

Another aspect that influences (difficult) communication is the large organisation, where people are 

not able to know all their colleagues and their work. This even leads to work done twice, because of 

unfamiliarity of the work already been done. This is also related to the personal relation that people 

have with (current and former) colleagues. This may call for a regular internship and/or rotation of 

people within different divisions of the municipality. Moreover, unknown is unloved, so it is 

recommended to make understanding of the subsurface part of the training of spatial planners and 

understanding of spatial planning part of the training of engineers.  

Part of this training might be the partial shift from engineering towards advising, which is needed to 

communicate with the urban planners, meaning that engineers will be(come) capable of letting go the 

security of exact measurements and data and learn to deal with approaches, risks and chances. 
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4. Lessons learned and potential future collaboration 
 

Lessons learned 

Municipal knowledge and responsibilities 

In Oslo (overall) groundwater is not yet known to be allocated to a party and there is no budget to 

take responsibility for monitoring and maintaining data about groundwater. The urge of Oslo to 

organise this, emphasised the relevance of groundwater in relation to the subsurface.  

In Rotterdam almost all the relevant subsurface issues are linked by groundwater. Determination of 

the consequences of a development is done by subsurface experts. However, the municipality is not 

a legal authority in this. The discussions in Oslo emphasised the importance of this and therefore the 

wish to strengthen this role firmly.  

Also allocation of the responsibility for knowing the subsurface and complex interrelations between 

diverse disciplines and aspects above and below surface is important to remember in times of 

constant outsourcing and reorganizing in Rotterdam. The municipality is the only party with a scope 

at the level of the city, therefore it is considered best to create and/or keep the knowledge in the 

municipality. Moreover, in all three cities there is a tendency to make the initiator partly responsible 

for the adaptation of derelict and contaminated land and providing green or maintenance in 

surrounding public space. This broader project scope also asks for knowledge of the municipality to 

outsource this responsibility. At the same time this knowledge can be used to create chances for the 

city by integrating this subsurface knowledge in the urban development plans. 

In contrast to the above-mentioned, Oslo sees that municipal knowledge and knowhow about the 

subsurface has died out and continues to do so. Without knowledge to understand crucial 

geotechnical, geological and hydro geological information there is a risk that such information will not 

be understood, extracted and communicated to decision makers and private initiators. 

 

Subsurface in plans 

Goals by describing the subsurface in different plans can be diverse: 

- to inventorise subsurface objects, issues and plans in order to prevent obstruction of plans by 

competition for physical space (suggestion; thematic subsurface sub plan); 

- to consider subsurface as part of public space, to facilitate ambitions; 

- as a guideline to specify the attitude to the subsurface; protecting, (p)reserving, exploiting or 

improving the subsurface. The distinction might help Rotterdam in deciding where to put in the 

effort(s). 

 

Data and software 

The software used in the chain of urban planners and engineers is not adjacent and software serves 

different purposes. This might be an area for attention. First the goal of a (physical / digital) model 

should be defined; who is the target group, what are they using the data for and in what stage of the 

development process is it used.   

 

Integral approach 

None of the three cities is already achieving a integral consideration of subsurface data with above 

surface issues to optimise urban development. The same applies for aggregation of the expertise of 

the management and maintenance department into the planning process.  
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Communication 

Communication between urban planners and engineers is crucial but difficult, because of the 

different language and perceptions. This is where the main focus of Rotterdam is at this moment, 

continuing to improve awareness and communication, to relate more to urban planners and their 

(type of) work and at the same time to keep searching for supporting tools and implementation of 

those tools.  

Communication between urban planners and engineers should contain subjects like what information 

and knowledge is of value, solutions for existing problems and how to combine (above and sub) 

surface issues to realise the ambitions of the government(s).  

 

Tools 

Rotterdam is highly interested in the use of some kind of charrettes, like in Glasgow, to consult all 

stakeholders. It is a method to introduce the municipal interest of (among other things) subsurface 

chances and risks into the urban planning process, in the early stage of the planning process. 

Norway has a well-developed culture for public participation in development matters. It organizes 

public workshops and seminars for professionals to collect input for a large redevelopment area. It is 

interesting to see whether and how subsurface information can be collected in such stakeholder 

meetings. 

 

Organisation 

The type of organisation and allocation of divisions as well as personal relations might be of 

importance for the communication between the engineers and urban planners and the aim to 

implement the subsurface in the planning process. This calls for better knowing the colleagues and 

their (type of) work, for example by means of an internship and/or rotation of people within different 

divisions of the municipality. Part of this will be to inventorise the need for additional training for part 

of the personnel, both on communicative skills as well as knowledge about the expertise and 

experience of the group to reach.  

Potential future collaboration with Oslo and / or Glasgow 

Because all 3 cities deal with the same communication issues, they agreed that it would be helpful to 

create a shared information resource via the web, where information and best practices are 

exchanged. For this it is recommended to use the existing platforms like ASK and the webdomain 

UrbanUnderground.community. In addition Rotterdam might be interested in investigating the 

possibilities to work together with Oslo and/or Glasgow on the following subjects.  

Rotterdam is interested in the way Oslo will regulate / manifest reservations in the subsurface. Oslo 

and Rotterdam are both considering a future 3D site allocation plan. It is interesting to find out 

whether this can be worked on in future cooperation. 

Rotterdam is interested in the way Glasgow wants to give insight in financial impact of development 

in relation to the subsurface and the allocation of those costs. It is thought to contribute to the 

acknowledgement of the importance of the subsurface in urban planning. Rotterdam is also highly 

interested in the use of charrettes, like in Glasgow, to introduce subsurface information into the early 

stage of the planning process.  

Finally, further comparison of the organisation of the subsurface within the three municipalities might 

be helpful to relate to the communication issues encountered in the cities.   
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5. Recommendations to Oslo 
By analysing the work done during the STSM and focusing on the differences and similarities, some 

suggestions for Oslo emerged. So beside the Rotterdam input during the STSM, the liberty is taken 

to make some recommendations to Oslo. 

 

Oslo lacks an environment for geo-specialists, meaning that technical knowledge and knowhow 

about geology, geotechnics and hydro geology is scarce and the potential of the existing knowledge 

and knowhow is not fully exploited within the municipal organisation. In addition there is no budget to 

take responsibility for monitoring and maintaining data. Oslo is strongly recommended to continue 

the effort to organise this. 

 

Determining and verifying the physical consequences of a development is difficult. Therefore it is 

important that it is assigned to the right party(s). The scope is best determined at city level, so all 

aspects of the public space will be covered. Because it serves the interests of the city, it is suggested 

to make this determining of consequences the liability of the municipality. 

 

It is recommended that the department of Urban Development organises a shared web based GIS 

for all its agencies or maybe even beyond. 

 

In the Oslo subsurface project, urban planners are committed. As Oslo is in an early stage of the 

subsurface data collection and 3D-modelling, it has the opportunity to strongly involve the urban 

planners in the further development of both data collection and 3D-modelling, to optimise the output 

and usage of the model. The planners in Oslo want to access technical data as well as upgraded 

information (risks, chances, ‘traffic lights’) visualised in maps. For both kinds of maps a specialist 

interpretation is needed. It is recommended that Oslo benefits from this knowledge in the process of 

data collection and modelling of pilot areas. One could facilitate the urban planners by providing 

maps that suit the questions and main elements of discussion during the planning process. In order 

to achieve that, subsurface specialists and urban planners must meet and discuss what information 

and knowledge is of the largest value, find solutions for problems and combine (above and 

sub)surface issues to realise the ambitions of the city. 

 

Goals by describing the subsurface in different plans can be diverse, as described in chapter 4. The 

distinction might also help Oslo in deciding where to put in the effort(s). 
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6. Foreseen publications resulting from the STSM 
 

It is suggested that a paper is to be written for the journal Ciudad y Territorio, describing the results 

from both STSMs and the experiences of Glasgow, Rotterdam and Oslo. An abstract is now under 

consideration of the journal. 
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7. Confirmation by the host institution 
 

 

Report noted with approval,  
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2015 

3. U-scan, extarcted from ‘Rotterdam between Cables and Carboniferous’, COST-SUBURBAN 
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Attachment 1. Programme details; personnel and agencies 
  Subject Meeting with Function Agency 

Monday 3D printed city model Stein Moen Leader of the Planning and 
thematical mapping unit 

Agency for planning and 
building services 

  Oslo Sub Surface project a short introduction Ingelov Eriksson Projectmanager Subsurface project 
Oslo 

Agency for planning and 
building services 

Tuesday Planning workshop meeting, Subsurface planning, challenges and lessons learnt in 
Oslo, Rotterdam and Glasgow, participants: Subgroup Planning and Law 

Johan 
Borchgrevink 

Urban planner Agency for planning and 
building services 

    Marianne Haahjem Lawyer     Agency for Urban 
Environment 

    Kirsti Rusten 
Antonssen   

Lawyer     Agency for planning and 
building services 

    Odd Johanssen       Engineer/urban planner  Agency for planning and 
building services 

    Atle Røiom Lawyer     Agency for Real Estate and 
Urban Renewal 

  City tour Bjørvika, participants: Johan B, city planner and Ingelöv Eriksson Johan 
Borchgrevink 

Urban planner Agency for planning and 
building services 

  Oslo sub surface 3D model Cecìlia Cerdeira  GIS engineer/Geomatician  Agency for planning and 
building services 

Wednesday Presentation of Sub Surface and planning challenges in Rotterdam and Glasgow, 
discussions with the Oslo Subsurface project group and invites 

Sub surface 
project group 

Including planning and thematical 
mapping unit 

  

  Geological mapping and use in municipalities, participants: Subgroup Groundwater Hans Kristian 
Daviknes 

Geologist        Agency for Urban 
Environment 

    Ulf Fredrikssen    Geotechnician    Agency for Water and 
Sewerage Works            

Thursday Geodata workshop: U Scan detailed method and data needed, participants: 
Subgroup Geodata 

Cecìlia Cerdeira  GIS engineer/Geomatician  Agency for planning and 
building services 

    Mats Hallen GIS engineer  Agency for Urban 
Environment 

    Leif Rune Ulle    GIS engineer   Agency for Urban 
Environment 

  Data needed for subsurface master plan, participants: Subgroup Geodata and city 
planners 

Johan 
Borchgrevink 

Urban planner Agency for planning and 
building services 

    Odd Johanssen       Engineer/urban planner  Agency for planning and 
building services 

  Sub-surface city tour, participants: Johan B, city planner and Ingelöv Eriksson Johan 
Borchgrevink 

Urban planner Agency for planning and 
building services 

Friday Summary and outcome of STSM report       
  Byantikvaren, Challenges with subsidence in Oslo, Rotterdam and Glasgow Marte Muan 

Sæther 
Architect   Cultural Heritage 

Management Office 
    Andre Korskaksel       Construction Engineer Cultural Heritage 

Management Office 
    Morten Stige       Division manager   Cultural Heritage 

Management Office 



  

  

Attachment 2. 3D model ‘The Rotterdam’, extracted from ‘Rotterdam between Cables and 

Carboniferous’, COST-SUBURBAN WP1, Stadsontwikkeling Rotterdam Engineering 

Consultants MRO, 09-03-2015 

 

 

From 2D U-scan to 3D U-scan  

As explained in  second figure of Chapter 6, first figure we should move from a single zoning plan at 

ground level to  at least 4 zoning plans for all 4 distinguished subsurface level and ideally aim for a 

“”zoning volume”” for all public space, (=ground level + all underground layers). During the various 

stages of a project development cycle different models are requested (see figure in Chapter 7.3). 

During the designing and construction phases, detailed level of modelling is required and modelling is 

done with dedicated software specifically designed for a specific discipline. At the start of the spatial 

development cycle during discussions and workshops with urban planners it is not necessary that a 

visualisation of the subsurface contains a high level of detail, (it is only important to know that there is 

a volume claimed by an archaeological find of a specified dimension at a certain location and depth; 

not to know if it is a roman body or a Frenchman). Experimenting with LEGO building blocks during a 

U scan workshop at Stadsontwikkeling has led to conclusion that a simple 3D model would help 

enormously to give insight to urban planners on how the subsurface is built up and also how certain 

functions are claiming same space (see Chapter 6). Different 3D modelling softwares are around: 

urban planners themselves make extensive use of 3D interactive programs like TNO’s Urban Strategy, 

with which they can  quickly run through scenarios and answer question like “ what are the 

consequences for the environment if I change the course of this road”. The “”Gebiedsontwikkelaar”” 

developed by Strategis quickly goes through the economical effects of such measures.  Below ground 

level civil engineers make use of their BIM softwares and in the same shallow zone TNO has 

presented several geological 3D models.   

The oil & gas industry’s sophisticated softwares are being used for exploration and production 

purposes. Unfortunately exchange of information between these platforms is very difficult. 

For a small area in Rotterdam where a new spectacular office location for the City of Rotterdam has 

been constructed recently, Stadsontwikkeling is realizing together with TNO a subsurface model that 

incorporates both geology and “artificialisation”. This model will be presented to the public also via the 

website of the “ De Rotterdam” building.  



  

  

 

 

From 2D U scan to a 3D U scan: different colours for different functions. Such a “LEGO” block model 

is sufficient for modelling the subsurface layers during the discussions with urban planners at the start 

of a spatial development cycle. Source: Stadsontwikkeling Rotterdam. 

 

 

Sophisticated softwares exist but exchange between the various platforms is presently difficult. 



  

  

Attachment 3. U-scan, extracted from ‘Rotterdam between Cables and Carboniferous’, COST-

SUBURBAN WP1, Stadsontwikkeling Rotterdam Engineering Consultants MRO, 09-03-2015 

 

 

The new approach: The U-scan  

During the projects where the U scan is applied the different subsurface sectors need to cooperate on 

better informing the urban planners. Basic information is aggregated, analyzed and combined with GIS 

in quality- and economical maps. Possibilities of the subsurface were marked on opportunity maps, 

which answered questions such as “what areas in the plan area are less or more suitable for 

developments?" and 'which area is less costly than the other”. Clever combinations could be made 

between different themes, which gave rise to improved plan exploitation. See Figure 1b. 

Maps were presented on a uniform scale and layout and visualised in a clear manner and with 

readable “traffic light” legends. Maps that could directly be confronted with the ambition maps of the 

urban planners. This way the urban planners as well as the underground specialists developed insight 

in the spatial cohesion of the main themes above and below ground level. 

 

 

Example of “traffic light” map 

Source: Stadsontwikkeling Rotterdam 

 

 



  

  

U scan improvement 1 

 

 

 

U scan Improvement 2 

 

 

The new maps are presented in 2 workshop sessions with surface specialists and plan economists. 

During these sessions urban planners present their ambitions to the subsurface specialists at the 

subsurface specialists present their knowledge of the area to urban planners. Maps are stuck on the 

wall in uniform scale and the subsurface specialists act as  'living legends'. This way lively discussions 

develop during which supply and demand are fine-tuned. Both parties develop better understanding 

for each others way of thinking and for each others needs. 

A bond grows between both parties, one starts to feel part of the same team and an atmosphere of 

trust grows between subsurface specialists and planners. 

 



  

  

               

 ‘Living legend’ in action 

Source: Stadsontwikkeling Rotterdam 

 

During the workshops a spreadsheet is used in which the language of the subsurface specialist (in 

columns) is directly confronted with the language of the urban planners (in rows). Relationships 

between below- and above ground level topics can be visualised this way and all participants feel 

happy because their terminology is respected. 

 

 

In rows: the language of urban planners; in columns:  the language of the subsurface specialists. 

Source: TU Delft/ Deltares 

 

Results of the U- scan approach 

The urban planners are positive: 'finally maps that we can read” and “maps that contain only important 

information” and ' we want such an atlas in the early-stage for all projects '. The final maps are 

published along with a description of the applied methodology in an atlas on paper as well as in a 

digital format (a pdf GIS). A dedicated project GIS has been set up for each project.  

By bringing together the different disciplines and letting everyone cooperate in a work shop 

environment new opportunities are discovered and smarter solutions are found.  



  

  

Information about the surface 'lands' with the urban planners and vice versa.  

The cost of the workshops and the invested time of the participants seem, after their initial scepticism  

(“do we really need two workshops?”), a very productive investment that actually saves costs and time 

later on in the project.  

 

Another advantage of the process is that everyone involved gets a much better idea what the issues 

are and how the subsurface can play a role. The shared experience connects and motivates everyone 

to make a contribution from their own expertise. Finally, urban planners and subsurface specialists  

know where to find each other and visit each other earlier when issues appear. 

 

The most important lesson from these workshops is that there needs to be time spent by both groups 

to better understand each other's work, work habits, background and environment. Maps are an 

important means of communication. Genuine interest in each other means a two-way street. Not just 

about subsurface information, but also on the content of the project and the challenges that are met. 

Sharing interest creates positive energy and there is in the rest of the process much more possible.  

 

Organisational aspects 

In helps enormously if during these projects there is process facilitator, a person who knows about 

the contents and has the ability to form a bridge between urban planners and subsurface specialists.  

In larger organisations like Stadsontwikkeling Rotterdam it makes sense to also have a ' broker', who 

organises the workshops, who manages the coordination between the underground specialists and 

who arranges the production of the maps. Someone who has knowledge about the area, the 

organisation the topics and the technology.  

 

 

 



  

  

Attachment 4. Table of existing underground services 

 

Management and organisation 
City Competence of local 

groundwater table 
Competence 
of local 
Geology 

Early stage communication between 
subsurface specialists and urban planners.  

Subsurface organisation Municipal subsurface space management 

Glasgow Scottish water, SEPA are 
responsible for 
groundwater. (Drinking 
water from a Loch) 

Geology team 
with 4 
geologists. 

Charrettes, (Scottish government  supported 
standard) http://www.slideshare.net/wmud/port-
dundas-charrette-final-evening-session 

BGS, Coal Authority 
 

Geology team and flooding engineers 

Oslo  Consultants. Groundwater 
responsibility is unclear. 
Drinking water from 
neighbouring 
Maridalsvannet (Water 
Agency is responsible) 

Geologists 
scattered over 
different 
departments 

Norway has a well-developed culture for public 
participation in development matters. Oslo 
organizes public workshops and seminars for 
professionals 

Project based 2013-2016. 
 

Under development in 2015 

Rotterdam Municipality is responsible 
for groundwater, both 
quality and quantity. 4-5 
hydro geologists works at 
Rotterdam municipality. 
Drinking water is a 
responsibility of a Water 
Company (not 
municipality). It is from 
Maas and surface water 
and small percentage of 
groundwater.  
Water board is responsible 
for surface water , yet 
influencing groundwater. 
Private owners are 
responsible for 
groundwater at their 
property, yet influenced / 
influencing groundwater. 

Soil specialists, 
mainly chemical 
and 
geotechnical 

U-Scan (non standardised), ad hoc. Initiative by 
subsurface engineers. In this early stage there is 
no project-budget yet, so engineers are not 
’officially’ paid for and can therefore not always 
contribute. 

The Ministry of Infrastructure and 
Environment for environmental 
quality, is also developing a 
integral structural vision on the 
subsurface (STRONG - 
Structuurvisie ondergrond). 
Ministry of Economic Affairs 
involved in mining > 500 m below 
ground level. TNO is the national   
Geo scientific information and 
research centre for subsurface. 

Department  of ‘City managing and 
maintenance’ (CMM), where regulations, 
permits and licenses for public space, both 
above and below ground level are regulated. 
Including cables and pipes and other 
subsurface objects. Department is advised by 
the engineering bureau (part of City 
Development Department) with several fields 
of expertise, trying to integrate different 
disciplines, such  as chemical and 
geotechnical quality, ecology, subsurface 
energy.  

 



  

  

Maps subsurface 
City Subsurface maps 

available for internal use 
Geology, geotechnical 
info 

Subsurface maps available for internal use Subsurface maps available for external use Subsurface 
ownership, laws 

Glasgow BGS data, coal maps, plus 
geological maps from the 
geology team 

Pipes and cables by Scottish Gas and 
Scottish Power, British telecom. Data needs 
to be asked for each project. Energy team 
collects and provides this data for the urban 
planners. 
Tunnels, road and rail authorites, local tunnels 
in the geological maps, not with great detail. 

Coal maps, BGS data  

Oslo  Geological maps from 
NGU, 1:50 000. 
 
Depth to bedrock  from the 
municipality, 
 
Polluted ground from the 
municipality 
 

Pipes and cables for planning purposes are to 
be collected from each organisation. 
For digging coordination and planning existing 
system K-Grav. 
https://gravemelding.no/forside 
 

K-Grav digging coordination service that manages digging 
in the city. The system contains a 2D map of existing 
pipes and cables in the city of Oslo. Only available to 
professionals having past a rigorous security check. 
Geological maps available through NGU, www.ngu.no 

The owner owns the 
subsurface as far down 
as he can exploit it. 

Rotterdam Soil constitution and 
quality, groundwater quality 
and level, seepage and 
infiltration speed,  cone 
penetration test,  
subsidence, ground level 
heights 

Archaeology, cables and pipes with diameter 
and depth, including district heating, 
subsurface objects, potential geothermal 
energy. 
Trees with roots, variety, trunk diameter, age, 
bridges, tunnels, dikes, public lighting objects,  

Pipes and cables available through GIS Web,  
municipal plans, 
Archaeology, soil (including groundwater) quality, 
seepage and infiltration speed, groundwater level, 
subsidence, cables and pipes, including district heating, 
subsurface objects, potential geothermal energy. 
Trees with roots, bridges, tunnels, dikes. 
Ground level heights, public lighting 
Open data website http://www.rotterdamopendata.nl/  
Similar data without viewer, for specific for companies or 
(knowledge) institutes. 

First come, first serve, 
except for mineral 
resources and below 
500 meter under the 
surface, which belong 
to the country 

 



  

  

Data collection, management and visualisation 
City Subsurface 

Cables and 
pipes 

Groundwater 
data 

Local 
geological 
maps 

Tunnels Cellars Pile sheeting Foundations Sub surface 
storage   

Natural or 
man 
made 
voids 

Parking 
garages 

Glasgow To follow To follow To follow To follow To follow To follow To follow To follow To follow To follow 

Oslo  Each cable 
and pipe 
owner has 
their own 
datasets. 
K-Grav is a 
digging 
coordination 
service that 
manages 
digging in the 
city. The 
system 
contains a 
2D map of 
existing 
pipes and 
cables in the 
city of Oslo.  

Agency of 
water and 
Sewage 
services. 
The existing 
dataset is 
rarely 
updated. 

NGU has 
produced 
local 
geological 
maps in 
scale 1:50 
000 over the 
city of Oslo. 

Each tunnel 
owner has 
their own 
datasets. The 
municipal 
basic map 
contains 2D 
information 
about major 
infrastructure 
tunnels for 
transportation. 

The local 
cadastre 
contains 
information 
about cellars. 
We estimate 
that 80% of 
the buildings 
in Oslo have 
registered 
inner areas. 
The local 
cadastre is 
managed at 
the Agency 
for Planning 
and building 
Services 

There is no 
existing 
dataset 
showing 
sheet piling.  

In the 
building 
matter 
archive. A 
summary of 
existing 
information 
has been 
extracted for 
a smaller 
area. 

EIendoms og 
Byfornyelsetaten 

There is 
no 
existing 
dataset 

Building 
matters and 
the local 
cadastre. 
 
Agency of 
Planning and 
Building 
matters. 

Rotterdam, 
Collection 
and 
management 
by 
responsible 
department. 
Overall 
visualisation 
through 
ArcGIS 
and/or 
GISweb 
supported by 
GIS-experts. 

Department 
of CMM 
manages 
data. This 
department 
and the 
Engineering 
Bureau of 
City 
Development 
uses data for 
analysis and 
visualisation. 

Idem Department  
of City 
Development 
(Engineering 
Bureau) 

Department of 
CMM 
manages 
data. This 
department 
and the 
Engineering 
Bureau of City 
Development 
uses data for 
analysis and 
visualisation. 

Department 
of CMM 
manages 
data. This 
department 
and the 
Engineering 
Bureau of 
City 
Development 
uses data for 
analysis and 
visualisation. 

Department 
of CMM 
manages 
data. This 
department 
and the 
Engineering 
Bureau of 
City 
Development 
uses data for 
analysis and 
visualisation. 

Department 
of CMM 
manages 
data. This 
department 
and the 
Engineering 
Bureau of 
City 
Development 
uses data for 
analysis and 
visualisation. 

Department of 
CMM manages 
data. This 
department and 
the Engineering 
Bureau of City 
Development 
uses data for 
analysis and 
visualisation. 

Not 
applicable 

Department 
of CMM 
manages 
data. This 
department 
and the 
Engineering 
Bureau of 
City 
Development 
uses data for 
analysis and 
visualisation. 

 

 


